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Popular Culture Informing Public Administration:
Messages and Prospects for Social Equity
Sean McCandless
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Nicole M. Elias
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In the discipline of public administration, popular culture remains under-examined in scholarship
and under-utilized in pedagogy. However, the field would benefit from greater integration of
popular culture to expand understandings of governance, especially in that it provides important
representations of and messaging about some of today’s most pressing social equity issues. To
contextualize popular culture in public administration, we use critical discourse analysis as a
frame to demonstrate how popular culture can inform public administration, especially regarding
social equity. We argue that popular culture should be more extensively covered in public administration, because it offers a lens for better understanding intersections of power, equity, and ethics in government.
Keywords: popular culture, public administration, social equity

In the current U.S. context, it seems nearly impossible to separate pop culture from public
administration. In 2020 alone, professional athletes, actors, and media figures have taken on
representative roles in advocating for equity in numerous areas, from COVID-19 policy to
leading #BlackLivesMatter protests, demonstrations, or other forms of action. As evident in
many widely circulated and recent photos—particularly regarding the Black Lives Matter
movement—clothing, physical demonstrations, popular sports, and news stories combine to
produce potent messages (CNN, 2020). Scenarios like the NBA and WNBA canceling games
in protest of police brutality have become part of the political discourse in 2020, where athletes, celebrities, and artists use their voice and platforms to protest historic inequities and
injustices perpetrated against historically marginalized communities by public administrators
(Quinn, 2020). More than ever, people and artifacts that represent popular culture become
symbols of contesting inequities and symbolize desires for a fairer society (Harvey, 2020).
Popular culture is a growing area of study for public administration. As we argue in this
piece, the way people think about and talk about administration issues impacts how those
issues are addressed. Popular culture affects how people view public administration in that it
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shapes and informs conversations, creates social influence, formulates and reinforces messages, filters information, and simultaneously reinforces and challenges people’s views of
administration. These influences are especially evident when considering how popular culture
informs understandings of social equity, especially public administration’s culpability in creating and maintaining inequitable systems.
It is difficult to separate issues of equity in public administration from how popular culture portrays these issues. Presently in 2020, popular culture frames key issues surrounding
COVID-19 and police brutality through messaging and artifacts such as masks and murals in
public spaces along with live demonstrations, all of which have prompted administrative
responses (Zavattaro & McCandless, 2020). As we argue in this piece, whether through what
public figures wear (like face coverings in public or “Black Lives Matter” and “I can’t
breathe shirts” t-shirts) or the entertainment people consume (like Black Panther, which symbolizes hopes, dreams, and empowerment), popular culture shapes understandings about fairness of public policy and administration. Popular culture’s artifacts—TV, movies, music,
literature, social media, and more—provide messages about public administration (i.e., how
it acts, especially concerning social equity) and for public administration (i.e., how the public, especially historically marginalized groups, view public administration).
In this article, we explain how popular culture communicates important messages: (1)
about the ethics of administration, especially regarding equity and justice as ethical priorities,
through presenting pop culture references of how public administrators operate; and (2) for
the ethics in administration, by demonstrating how administrative responses impact vulnerable populations. We begin by examining popular culture scholarship in public administration
and related disciplines. Then, we contextualize pop culture’s utility in public administration
using critical discourse analysis (CDA). Finally, we posit recommendations to incorporate
pop culture into mainstream public administration scholarship and teaching.

SCHOLARSHIP: SITUATING POPULAR CULTURE IN PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
It is becoming more common to see academic disciplines treating popular culture as a valuable area of study within the larger discipline. Taken holistically, scholars have often focused
on how popular culture frames public perceptions (Lotz, 2018). Sociology is a leader in
examining popular culture, particularly how it is emblematic of everyday life, how it showcases and embodies debates and discourses over the meaning of identity, how it shapes
groups’ opinions of others, and what it reveals about what people think of the current world
(Waskul, 2015).
Overall, many scholars recognize how popular culture and politics cyclically affect one
another (Hall, 2018). Political science scholarship often focuses on the power of popular culture to shape understandings of politics (Dorzweiler, 2017). For instance, films can shape
people’s understanding of constitutional rights and how government works (Kasper &
Vieregge, 2018), or how presidential social media usage can affect how people view issues
facing government (Troy, 2013). Likewise, in 21st-century discourse, it is becoming more
common to see analyses of popular culture references used to discuss issues of fairness, justice, and equity. Whether about political leadership, racism and white supremacy, sexism,
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LGBTQþ rights, and more, popular culture provides frames that allow people to speak in a
common language about inequities and to facilitate understanding (Hall, 2018).
Political science and public administration scholars are increasingly studying popular culture (Grayson, Davies, & Philpott, 2009; Kidd, 2014; Powers, 2018; Rosenbaum, 1997;
Soper, 2010; Storey, 2015), especially regarding how it shapes participation, discourses, and
political outcomes like elections (Dahlgren, 2009; Schultz, 2004). Artifacts of popular culture, such as fiction, can helpfully illuminate challenges in the field related to decision-making, human character, leadership, virtue, and consequences of behavior (Hatcher, 2006;
Jurkiewicz, 2006; McCurdy, 1973; McCurdy, 1995; McCurdy, 2006) and can even aid public
officials in making correct decisions when facing dilemmas (Gormley, 2001). Additionally,
many scholarly investigations of the influence of popular culture, especially in political science, focus on how politicians use popular culture to advance their message. For instance,
from President Reagan onward, politicians have used music to amplify campaign messages
(Kasper & Schoening, 2018). Music impacts how people perceive candidates, and they establish atmosphere and energy at rallies. Musicians themselves have influenced campaigns, particularly through endorsements. Both Democrats and Republicans have seemingly been
aware of how their target audiences will respond to particular musicians, and such awareness
has influenced messaging in campaigns. Many Democrats have preferred to use music by
Bruce Springsteen, while many Republicans have preferred Kid Rock. In turn, musicians can
prompt the masses to think about government, an example of which is “Pop Song 89,” a
song by REM, in which the singers explicitly ask, “Should we talk about the government?”
(Kasper & Schoening, 2018).
Yet another dimension of popular culture is that it shapes perceptions of what people
consider “good politics.” Since popular culture can act as a unifying agent and strengthen
interactions between people who like the same things, its messages on government can
become symbols for what people think (Bogost, 2007; Storey, 2015). Relatedly, when
used intentionally, popular culture references have allowed political leaders to engage with
voters, demonstrate authenticity, and even connect to people’s sense of values. Thus, popular
culture is distinctly political, and depending on the venue, it can promote both conservative
and liberal values (Hall, 2018; Kasper & Schoening, 2018; Troy, 2013). Taken as a whole,
research in the effects of popular culture on politics suggests that they go hand in hand. At
its most impactful, popular culture frames popular understandings of politics (Storey, 2015).
In public administration, scholarly projects on pop culture often center around pedagogy.
Borry (2018a, 2018b), for instance, argued that using shows like Parks and Recreation can
be useful in classrooms to engage students, promote learning, and link theory to practice.
Similarly, Gaynor (2014a, 2014b) and Gaynor and Taliaferro (2016) noted how television
shows like True Blood and The Wire are helpful to teach counter-narratives, or those from
historically marginalized populations that are counter to elite-biased narratives, about practices of othering, and listening to more diverse views. Other attention focuses on how politicians themselves use the intersections of social media and popular culture to convey
messages. In many ways, President Obama can be credited with ushering in greater awareness of these tools in government (Zavattaro & Brainard, 2019). President Obama was adept
in using popular culture to raise awareness of signature programs, whether through tweeting
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and appearances on “soft media” shows, like The Tonight Show or The View, as well as
partnering with Hollywood celebrities to garner support for initiatives.
Toward a Definition of “Pop Culture”
Popular culture has long been of interest to political regimes, often as something regimes
sought to control (Lane, 2006). What is defined as popular culture changes with the era.
Over several centuries, regimes have framed popular culture negatively through a class-based
lens as the degenerate culture of uneducated masses (Ackroyd, 2005; Edsforth & Bennet,
1991), or vulgar, "low culture” products of historically marginalized groups, such as was the
case with jazz (Horne, 2019). However, popular culture has influenced politics and vice
versa. For example, political cartoons skewering politicians were augmented in the 20th century by radio, movies, television, and much later the Internet (Petski, 2017). Thus, politics
and popular messaging have gone hand in hand, and such messaging has only become more
prevalent as access to communication platforms becomes more common and more easily
accessible (Hall, 2018; Troy, 2013).
Popular culture is challenging to define given the broad scope of genres and artifacts it
encompasses, coupled with how pervasive pop culture has become, largely due to social
media. On the whole, pop culture is understood to constitute a “collection of ideas, values,
actions, goods, and services that can be bought and sold to the mainstream masses” (Arizona
State University, 2014). Beyond being a collision of artifacts and behaviors, it also has relational attributes and can act as a common bond that ties people together (Waskul, 2015). To
situate pop culture in public administration, we propose the following foundational definition:
pop culture functions as a site of contestation, where widely disseminated messages and artifacts represent and influence thought and action. We argue that pop culture produces multiple, competing messages and has implications for power dynamics and equity. From this
understanding, we demonstrate the benefit of pop culture for public administration, using
critical discourse analysis.

CRITICAL DISCOURSE ANALYSIS (CDA): UNDERSCORING THE UTILITY OF
POP CULTURE
Popular culture provides lessons about and for public administration’s ethical duties regarding social equity, and underlying this constantly evolving process is language. We use critical
discourse analysis (CDA) as a framing device to help make sense of this process. CDA is an
analytical technique meant to explain how language shapes discursive and socio-cultural
practices, and such analyses, in turn, allow a fuller understanding of how language usage
reveals power dynamics and especially marginalization. Proponents of this method see language as a social practice in which language use establishes and reinforces power relations,
asymmetries, manipulation, exploitation, and structural inequities. Proponents view language
as artifacts that shape and are shaped by discourses and socio-cultural practices (Fairclough,
1989, 1995a, 1995b). The use of CDA in public administration scholarship is very limited
(see Elias, 2020; Elias & Rishel, 2013).
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According to Fairclough (1995a, 2003), who formulated some of CDA’s most fundamental provisions, language—which includes texts, images, movements, sounds, media, and
more—are the raw materials of public discourses. Language both shapes and is shaped by
the world around it. Language is the raw material of discourses, which Fairclough notes constitute and signify what people conceive of as their reality. Such discourses, in turn, both
shape and are shaped by societal structures, economics, ideologies, institutions, politics,
sociological processes, and historical situations (Chouliaraki & Fairclough, 1999; Fairclough,
1989, 1995a). A central purpose of CDA is to understand what language signifies about
power relations, especially how people are marginalized and made unequal
(Fairclough, 1995c).
CDA analyzes discourse on three levels. First, at the textual level, language usage is
descriptively examined to ascertain what language choices communicate and how they are
related to other texts. Second, at the discursive level, analysts examine discourses resulting
from that language, or how actors consume, distribute, interpret, and transform language to
produce meaning. Next, the socio-cultural level is examined, which centers on the broad
social contexts that may have influenced creating the texts, particularly what they state about
power and societal relations (Fairclough, 2003). Using CDA as a frame, the following section
provides examples of how popular culture addresses social inequities, implicating public
administration. Further, at the discursive and socio-cultural levels these examples demonstrate what public administration can learn about social equity.
The Textual and Discursive Levels
Numerous examples of popular culture feature social inequities committed at the hands of
public administration. In this section, we provide examples of artifacts of popular culture
(i.e., individual examples) to illustrate broader themes of popular culture’s power to showcase administrative inequities. These examples were selected primarily because they were
frequently discussed artifacts (especially in news stories and other media) that signify tensions in social equity, namely attempts by those in power to reinforce an inequitable status
quo as well as challenges opposing inequity.
Popular culture as a way to comment on politics and government is nothing new. In the
antebellum, Civil War, and Reconstruction eras, for instance, cartoons were used to send political messages and mock political figures (Hess & Northrop, 2017), where texts and images
variously blamed Black persons for divisions leading up to the Civil War, argued for white
supremacy, asserted Chinese laborers were threats, among many others (United States
Library of Congress, 1866; Olson-Raymer, 2014). Some public servants and agencies, such
as J. Edgar Hoover and the FBI, successfully used popular culture to instill an image of efficiency and effectiveness in fighting crime (Powers, 1983).
By the end of the 20th century, popular culture took on a more social change role and it
became common to see social equity issues intertwined in pop culture. This process was not
without contention, though. For instance, some have argued that popular culture embodies
battles over morality politics, and those involved in popular culture, including artists, can
have views that are in contrast to many in the American public. Thus, popular culture messages can, in many ways, raise issues controversial or counter to many Americans’ beliefs
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(Lewis & Brooks, 2005; Strohm, 2004). It is outside of the scope of this piece to discuss the
breadth of equity issues in popular culture, but several examples of equity and public administration in pop culture are highlighted herein.
As seen below, popular culture has been instrumental in raising awareness of inequities
facing marginalized groups, especially concerning the roles played by government action.
Still, such textual images below, especially when presenting images of incompetent bureaucrats, could undermine public sector support and lead to unrealistic images of public servants
(Holzer & Slater, 1995). Such portrayals are often riddled with contradictions in that popular
culture can simultaneously reinforce yet challenge current inequities (Anderson & Collins,
2016). Since popular culture influences citizen views of their government, popular culture
provides messages that bureaucrats cannot ignore (Heidelberg & Schultz, 2010). For one,
popular culture can present images of the field in which leadership is contradictory, transformative powers are uncertain, and in which inequities abound (Goodsell, 2006). Very often,
popular entertainment news programs can be people’s only source of news, and how such
programs portray politics affect their views of those politics (Teten, 2011). Governments
have had to respond to these images by changing the way they use social media for citizen
engagement, out of the recognition that such usage builds trust and humanizes government
employees (Anthes, 2017), especially when using social media and popular culture references
for comedic effect (see Fort Worth Police Department, 2016).
Public agencies are finding it necessary to become increasingly media savvy (Zavattaro &
Bryer, 2016). This savviness must go beyond using social media but being aware of messaging
in popular culture. Being aware of how popular culture frames social equity issues can be helpful
to public agencies in that such artifacts frame what and how people think about government.
As but one example of the power of popular culture, a much-publicized appearance in
2014 by then-President Obama on Zach Galifianakis’s show Between the Two Ferns resulted
in a sharp spike in inquiries about the Affordable Care Act (Iversen & Nielsen, 2017;
Landen, 2014). Likewise, popular culture has also helped frame the Trump administration
(Wayne, 2017). For instance, Saturday Night Live has shaped societal discussions of the
Trump presidency ranging from 2016 to 2020. For example, Melissa McCarthy’s portrayal of
Sean Spicer, Trump’s first press secretary, as a bumbling and lying mouth piece framed critiques of the opening days of the Trump administration (Ivie, 2017), much as Alec Baldwin’s
portrayals of Trump are continuing to do into President Trump’s term (Andrews, 2019).
Even doctrines of government are now being expressed in popular culture terms. Goldberg
(2018) noted how a Trump official described the Trump doctrine as “We’re America,
B,” with the interviewer linking it, and the interviewee seeming to agree, that such as a
doctrine was similar to the parody song “America, F Yeah!” from the movie Team
America: World Police.
Popular culture has also been instrumental in raising awareness of inequities facing
LGBTþ persons and the need for government action. For instance, MTV’s Real World series
was instrumental in providing some of the first, widely broadcast images of LGBT persons.
The San Francisco season featured Pedro Zamora, a Cuban-American educator with AIDS,
one of the first such popular media presentations of such a person. One message of the program was that Zamora’s widely seen life meant that everyone now knew someone with
AIDS. His eventual death implicated public administration in several ways, not the least of
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which by showcasing the insufficiency of services available for LGBT individuals, especially
those with AIDS (Hallas, 2009). Further, popular culture has showcased racism in the
LGBTQ community and the diversity of the community, and it has been integral to fostering
greater acceptance (Becker, 2006; Johnson, Rivera, & Lopez, 2018). Popular culture has particularly impacted LGBT youth, who have found popular culture a vehicle to explore and
express identity (Stulberg, 2018).
More recently, popular culture has been instrumental in showcasing Latino communities
and the issues they face. For instance, Netflix’s reboot of One Day At A Time featured a
Cuban-American family living in Los Angeles. The series featured the family encountering
numerous inequities, from insufficient resources for veterans to cope with post-traumatic
stress disorder, single motherhood, racism and white supremacy, anti-immigrant discourses
that government officials perpetuate, and homophobia. The show emphasizes, to some commentators, the family’s “brownness” and that the stories not only focused on a vastly undercovered portion of the U.S. population but also helped many Latinos feel better represented
on television (Villareal, 2017).
Yet more examples of popular culture influencing societal discussions are related to social
media. For instance, social media has been instrumental in spreading the message of the
Black Lives Matter movement and its consequent message that all aspects of society, including public institutions, are racist (Ince, Rojas, & Davis, 2017). Other artifacts, such as Colin
Kapernick’s Nike ads, #MeToo, #OscarsSoWhite, and awards shows in general have all
prompted widespread societal discussions of social equity (Bieler, 2019; Gibbs, 2017;
MacKinnon, 2019; Ryan, 2016).
As yet another example, rap music of the 1980s and 1990s showcased issues of ghettoization and police brutality. One textual example is the album “Straight Outta Compton.”
Released in 1988, it was the debut album of NWA, an American hip-hop group. Considered
one of the most influential records of all time, not just concerning hip-hop, it showcased
everyday realities of living in areas like Compton and South Central Los Angeles. Its most
controversial track is “F tha Police,” a parody of court proceedings of police prosecutions. Throughout the song, the lyrics criticize police forces as frequently engaging in racial
profiling. In response, the Federal Bureau of Investigation wrote the record company to
express disapproval, and others charged that lyrics like those featured in the song discouraged and degraded officers (Baker, 2018; McCann, 2017).
Recent police killings and nationwide protests against police brutality have also demonstrated the power of popular culture to frame important messages about police brutality. For
instance, “F tha Police” has seen a recent resurgence of streams after the police killing of
George Floyd (Bernstein, 2020). Other songs, like Childish Gambino’s “This is America” or
Kendrick Lamar’s “Alright” have become anthems for protests (Bernstein, 2020), and artists
like Ice Cube have brought attention to issues of police brutality and what it means for Black
communities (Vozick-Levinson, 2016). The often-repeated final words of Black men killed
by police—“I can’t breathe” and others—have been the focus of books (Taibbi, 2017), music
(Tallahassee Symphony Orchestra, 2019), merchandise (Rivas, 2020), and more. In terms of
the latter, one of the creators of “I can’t breathe” merchandise noted that the phrase
“resonates because we have all felt the suffocating foot of oppression” and that the phrase
“symbolizes the suffocation of hope within the black community” (Rivas, 2020). To some,
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the creation and support of merchandise, while contentious, is a way to invest in Black communities (Rivas, 2020).
Additionally, popular culture artifacts can become symbols of representation and hope for
historically marginalized communities. For instance, Black Panther for many in the Black
community is a celebration of identity, of hope, of celebrating cultural values, and of seeing
Black persons empowered (Turner, 2018). To many, Black Panther was something they had
been waiting their whole lives to see, with some noting that few movies since Spike Lee’s
1992 biopic Malcolm X had generated both hope and hype among black audiences. The fictional kingdom of Wakanda featured prominently in the film is akin to a Black utopia rich in
resources, technology, and culture and a bastion against colonial, violent control of black persons (Tillet, 2018). The recent death of the film’s star, Chadwick Boseman, was a particular
loss for the Black community because, in the words of one author, “the film, and the characters within it, did feel uniquely ours” (Smith, 2020). Smith (2020) cautions that “[r]epresentation is not everything, I am acutely aware of its limits across American culture and politics.
Representation will not prevent Black people from being killed by police. It will not reduce
the racial wealth gap. It will not prevent Black people from being disproportionately affected
by COVID-19. But neither is it nothing.” It is not political power, but it should not be discounted (Smith, 2020).
Taken collectively, such textual examples above showcase practices at the discursive level
where actors consume, distribute, interpret, and transform language to produce meaning
(Fairclough, 2003) with politics, identity, and power underlying their discursive choices.
These examples showcase how popular culture communicates messages about the moral
environment of public service (Roberts, 2009) and can represent tough questions about how
Americans prefer to have their government run (Bryer & Cooper, 2012). Many portrayals of
public servants in popular culture are negative, with bureaucrats frequently portrayed as faceless and uncaring (Croley, 2008), yet while government as a whole is often portrayed negatively, representations of individual bureaucrats can be quite positive (Pautz & Warnement,
2013; see also Goodsell, 2004). In other instances, such as Black Panther, representations
embody desires for change in communities’ circumstances (Tillet, 2018; Waskul, 2015).
The Socio-Cultural Level
Both textual and discursive elements reveal that social equity is often implicated in popular
culture. Yet, such elements raise issues at the socio-cultural level (the level of broad social
contexts that influence textual creation), particularly what texts state about power and societal
relations (Fairclough, 2003). It is at this level in which the field’s ethical responsibility to
promote social equity is most evident. As such, detailing the place of social equity as a
socio-cultural phenomenon both within the broader field of public administration but also
society writ large is essential.
First, the term social equity “officially” entered the lexicon in the late 1960s and early
1970s as a consequence of the Minnowbrook I conference (Frederickson, 2010), although
earlier writers of color like Frances Harriet Williams had discussed issues of social equity
(Gooden, 2017). It is often shorthanded as fairness, but it also has other dimensions such as
promoting due process, equal protection, and even equality. It has dimensions of ensuring
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fairness in terms of access, processes, quality, and outcomes (Johnson & Svara, 2011/2015).
Concerns remain regarding its place in the field and whether it is defined in a way to be
measurable (Durant & Rosenbloom, 2017; Rosenbloom, 2005), yet it has become an essential
piece of the field with greater emphasis placed on how achieving social equity occurs
(Johnson & Svara, 2011/2015; Gooden, 2014).
Second, social equity is an ethical priority of the field (Svara, 2014). Principles of fairness, justice and social justice, equal protection, and more are embodied in the codes of ethics of many professional organizations with public service missions (McCandless &
Ronquillo, 2020). For instance, in the code of the American Society for Public
Administration (ASPA), it is the fourth principle and framed as follows:
4. Strengthen social equity. Treat all persons with fairness, justice, and equality and respect
individual differences, rights, and freedoms. Promote affirmative action and other initiatives to
reduce unfairness, injustice, and inequality in society. (American Society for Public
Administration [ASPA], 2019).

These provisions also come in tandem with other ethical provisions, such as serving the
public interest, upholding the Constitution and the law, promoting democratic participation,
fully informing and advising, demonstrating personal integrity, promoting ethical organizations, and advancing professional excellence (ASPA, 2019).
According to Svara et al. (2015), this provision of the code is undergirded by a premise
that all persons should be treated equally. Public servants should provide equal treatment,
protection, and due process by being aware of the characteristics of persons served, how they
are being served, and whether they are receiving fair treatment. All persons should have
access to programs to which they are entitled, and the quality of such programs should be
equitable. Public administrators should promote affirmative action, cultural competency,
reduce disparities in outcomes, and increase underrepresented groups’ inclusion. Such attention requires both personal and professional commitment to advance social equity (Svara
et al., 2015).
The textual and discursive examples above are instructive lessons for the field at the
socio-cultural level. For one, popular culture has influenced which social equity issues individuals discuss. In many ways, popular culture is a manifestation of individuals’ desires, and
when acting as a barometer on social inequities, popular culture can often be the first
instance of providing broader society with greater awareness of social inequities. For another,
popular culture has been a vehicle to promote representation of interests, particularly concerning inequities. Historically, it is associated with encouraging people to become more
accepting of group differences. The power of pop culture lies in being a tool for contestation
and bringing light to particular issues that initially may be inconsistent with mass opinion.
For instance, its messages might make people more aware of and sensitive to injustices
(Key, 2019).
In short, popular culture has often been one of the vehicles to raise awareness of social
inequities faced by historically marginalized populations. Such discussions frequently directly
implicate the role of public administration, often by emphasizing administrative prejudice as
well as the insufficiency of current government actions. As the vehicle with the first foray
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into those discussions, artifacts of popular culture influence consumers, and thus, have enormous power to create change in thoughts and actions.
Thus, the artifacts from the textual and discursive levels reveal a frequently stated suspicion that public administration fosters social inequities. The socio-cultural level contrasts
these images with the need for the field to embrace broad responsibilities to promote such
equity. More simply, popular culture provides messages about and for social equity in public
administration through a complex process of discursive acts and artifacts. From CDA’s
socio-cultural perspective, such artifacts exist because many populations experience inequities and these artifacts become representations of these power dynamics. When circumstances
are amenable and the message made available, such inequities can be more widely evident
than they had been before. Popular culture often names societal inequities, or in other words,
raises awareness of issues implicating public administration and bringing them to greater
public consciousness (Gooden, 2014). Still, from an ethical perspective of social equity as a
socio-cultural phenomenon, awareness of these issues must proceed to agencies assigning
blame for those issues and taking responsibility for those issues. This is a process that
involves admitting blame, taking fairness seriously, promoting measurement of progress
toward fairness, reaching out to historically marginalized groups, and giving everyone a place
at the table (Johnson & Svara, 2011/2015).
WHERE THIS LEAVES US AND NEXT STEPS
Pop culture shapes conceptualizations about public administration in two key ways: first, by providing important framing messages about the field (i.e., about how people understand public
administration’s effects), and second, by providing important framing messages for the field
(i.e., what the field can do to promote social equity). CDA helps reveal that at the textual level,
examples of social equity and public administration’s ethical responsibilities abound. At the discursive level, such artifacts shape how people view public administration and social equity. At
the socio-cultural level, such artifacts suggest a great deal about what public administration can
learn from popular culture about its effects and ethical responsibilities.
Public administration scholarship bolsters its study of popular culture in at least three
ways. First, much of the literature in the field focused on popular culture concerns its use in
classrooms. Pedagogically, it would be ideal to have more pieces not only on how to incorporate popular culture artifacts as teaching devices but also studying the effects of their use in
the classroom. Second, given that popular culture has messages about public administration,
future studies could take the form of content analyses of how particular artifacts of popular
culture discuss, reference, or showcase administrative actions. For instance, this could take
the form of analyzing music to see how artists frame administrative culpability in equities,
such as showcasing police brutality, or how television shows deal with issues of immigrant
detention by Immigrations and Customs Enforcement, and many other examples. Finally, it
would be ideal for empirical studies to focus on how one artifact of popular culture shapes
an individual's understanding and perceptions of a particular administrative issue. For
instance, surveys and even experiments could be conducted to examine how a discussion in
popular culture in shapes or even changes participants’ understandings of an issue.
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Given the ubiquity and power of popular culture in shaping understandings about public
administration and providing messages for the field, it is incumbent on scholars and teachers
to treat pop culture as a rich source of knowledge with instructive value. Pop culture is a
social force nearly without parallel, especially when concerning equity and ethics messaging.
In light of the current context rife with pop culture messaging about COVID-19, police brutality, immigrant detention and family separation, and much more, there is no better time
than the present to situate pop culture in public administration scholarship and pedagogy.
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